An important novelty of 5G is its role in transforming the industrial production into Industry 4.0. Specifically, Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communications (URLLC) will, in many cases, enable replacement of cables with wireless connections and bring freedom in designing and operating interconnected machines, robots, and devices.
in the communities for industrial communication [8] . However, it is unlikely that all protocols will be replaced by new technologies at once, and network slices need to work across both new and existing technologies. Therefore, network slicing must be studied and resolved at an abstraction level which captures the main characteristics of the protocols but is decoupled from the specific implementations, such as legacy protocols, URLLC and Ethernet TSN.
In this article, we present methods for slicing industrial communication protocols with focus on applications which require strong reliability and latency guarantees analogous to those targeted by URLLC. To this end, we investigate the utilization, reliability and isolation trade-offs of the methods in an abstract setting which is independent of the specific details of the protocols, and we demonstrate how end-to-end properties of the proposed network slicing methods can be calculated across communication technologies using network calculus, both for a specific use case and in a general setting. The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section II introduces methods for slicing industrial networks. Section III describes a personalized medicine manufacturing system, which is used to illustrate how end-to-end delivery reliability and latency bounds can be obtained. Finally, the article is concluded in Section IV.
II. NETWORK SLICING METHODS
Industrial networks commonly follow a hierarchical structure as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The individual devices such as actuators, sensors, etc. are connected in a factory unit, and are typically controlled by a master device in a master/slave configuration. The connection may be wired or wireless, or in a combination where a small 5G base station is part of the factory unit, e.g. if there is need for high synchronization between the devices. The factory unit is usually based on a deterministic and cyclic protocol, with resources reserved to the individual devices in each cycle. The cycle times may vary from sub-millisecond to several milliseconds depending on the system. The master devices of the individual factory units are connected to a factory-wide network, which may also be connected to an external infrastructure such as the Internet. The factory network is typically based on switched protocols such as regular Ethernet or Ethernet TSN and possibly TCP/IP. It includes general purpose hardware and cloud computing resources which can be used by the master devices, or even by components in a factory unit, and may comprise one or more 5G base stations, which provide wireless connectivity to devices in the factory.
We now describe slicing methods for cyclic protocols within factory units, followed by a discussion and analysis of network slicing in switched networks at the factory-wide network.
A. Factory Units
As a factory unit, we consider a single master/slave network with a fixed cycle time. Each cycle contains a number of resources (bytes), which are each allocated to a specific application running on a certain device. The allocation is fixed and cannot change during operation. We consider a network comprising one deterministic application which transmits in every cycle (e.g. sensor readings for closed-loop control), and K stochastic applications which transmit frames randomly (e.g. sensor alarms). The deterministic application transmits R d frames of size N d in every cycle, while the number of frames transmitted by stochastic application k is denoted by R k , and of fixed size N k . An obvious slicing scheme is to simply assign a number of resources in each cycle to the individual applications based on the amount of data that they transmit (Fig. 2a) . Suppose we allocate N k bytes to stochastic application k. Neglecting transmission and other error sources, and assuming that excess frames are not buffered but dropped, 8 We first consider the resources for the sensor alarms. Since the number of alarms in each cycle is random, we can either reserve a fixed number of resources in each cycle, or we can allow alarms to overwrite the cyclic control traffic, which has a lower reliability requirement. Allocating a fixed number of resources results in a low utilization, while overwriting control traffic introduces a decrease in the reliability of the control traffic. Since the rate of alarms is very low compared to the cycle time, the overwriting scheme is a promising approach for this use case. Figure 5 shows the end-to-end frame failure probabilities of the alarm and control traffic for a mean number of alarm arrivals per cycle, λ. We consider the cases where the control traffic comprises 1 and 4 frames, R control = 1 · 128 and R control = 4 · 32. At a low number of arrivals, the reliability approaches the reliability of the links. Since there is only a single link between the source and destination of the control traffic, compared to three links for the alarms, its reliability is significantly higher. As the number of arrivals increases, the reliability decreases for both the control traffic and the alarms. The decrease in the control traffic reliability is due to a higher probability of being overwritten by an alarm, while the decrease in alarm reliability is due to an increased probability of experiencing a shortage of resources in a cycle. In the specific use case considered in this article, the reliability requirement of the control traffic is 1 − 10 −6 , which can be achieved up to an arrival rate of λ = 4 · 10
for R control = 4 · 32. Consequently, this is sufficient for the expected inter-arrival time of 60 s (λ ≈ 1.7 · 10 −4 ), and hence the overwriting slicing scheme would be a reasonable choice. Furthermore, the reliability of the alarm traffic at this point is very high since it is unlikely that two alarms arrive in the same cycle, and since the resources are used in all cycles, the utilization is 100 percent. By comparison, if 32 bytes were allocated in each cycle only to the sensor alarms, it would on average only be used once every 60 seconds, yielding a utilization of approximately 0.02 percent, and would in addition occupy 32 bytes more of the frame than the overwriting scheme.
A consequence of the prioritization queuing scheme in the factory network is that the isolation between the queues is limited, since an increase in the high-priority traffic also results in an increased queuing delay of the traffic of lower priority. Suppose now that we in the factory units decide to use the overwriting scheme for the alarm traffic. Furthermore, assume that we give sensor alarms high queue priority in the entire path from source to destination, and that the periodic patient info requests are given second priority. Obviously, the queuing delay that the patient info requests experience depends on the number of sensor alarms. The maximum number of bytes that can arrive to the factory network from the alarms is enforced by the number of control frames that can be overwritten. Specifically, in the cases considered above where 1 or 4 control frames are allocated, at most 1 or 4 alarm frames can arrive to the factory network in each cycle (1 ms). Using this bound, we may use DNC to obtain a bound on the total end-to-end latency experienced by both the alarm frames and the patient info requests. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 for various sensor alarm arrival bounds, R alarms . As R alarms approaches 0, the alarm latency approaches the cycle time of 1 ms. For increasing R alarms , the latency experienced by both the sensor alarms and the patient info requests increases due to an increased serialization time. Notice that despite being unchanged, the patient info request latency increases with a larger slope than that of the sensor alarms. This reflects the conservatism of the affine bound, and is due to accumulation of low-priority frames in the time where the high-priority traffic is served. In a system with more queuing priorities, the accumulation would occur at each prioritization queue all the way to the queue with lowest priority. Although the latency is still low in the shown scenario, it shows that enforcing a limit on the number of bytes entering the factory-wide network is important to maintain the required latency. This can either be done by exploiting the reserved resources in the factory units as done here, or by inserting traffic shapers, such as token buckets, into the network.
IV. CONCLUSION
5G, and particularly URLLC, will play an important role in transforming industrial manufacturing systems into Industry 4.0. Furthermore, a wide range of new applications will emerge due to the increased connectivity, and they will have a diverse set of requirements to the network, ranging from ultra low-latency cyclic delivery guarantees to best-effort and high data rates. This article investigates network slicing as a way to handle this diverse set of application requirements, with focus on URLLC. We have presented methods for slicing both cyclic and switched industrial protocols at an abstract level, and discussed their trade-offs in utilization, reliability and isolation. Furthermore, using a case study of an industrial medicine manufacturing system with diverse network requirements, we have illustrated how deterministic network calculus can be used for analyzing end-to-end latencies of network slices comprising both deterministic and switched networks. 
